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Math Standard III-2, IV-2—Activities

In Search of Buried Treasure
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7-14 Elementary CORE Academy 2007

Academy Handbook Fifth Grade

“In Search of Buried Treasure”
1. The object of this game is to practice naming coordinates on a four-quadrant grid.

2. Each player gets one game board, In Search of Buried Treasure. 

3. Play rock, paper, and scissors to determine who buries the “treasure” first.

4. Player 1: Hides the “treasure” in one quadrant by marking it on their coordinate 
plane (keeps it hidden-a book works well for hiding it).

5. Player 2: Guesses the location by writing an ordered pair in the “guess” box on their 
page while telling player 1.  They then mark it on their coordinate plane.  

6. Player 1: Marks the same coordinates and then uses the compass to tell player 2 in 
which direction they must go to find the treasure. Caution the students that if player 
1 does not mark their partners point, they may give out the wrong direction.

7. Player 2: Writes the direction in their “clue” box. 

8. The game continues until the treasure is found.

9. Players switch roles and play again using the second coordinate plane.
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